Press Release – Silverstar – 25/09/2018
Harry & the Gupta live at Silverstar
Silverstar is the home of comedy on the West Rand and if you are in the mood for a good laugh, you
will appreciate the comedic brilliance of “Harry & the Gupta”. This funny bone-tickling show is
coming to Silverstar, for one night only, on Friday, 12 October.
The show stars two giants of the entertainment industry who are being seen on stage for the first
time together. Vikash Mathura (“Harry”) is a radio and theatre legend and the co-creator of the
famous Peru and Bala duo. Jack Devnarain (“the Gupta”) was lauded for his acting on Isidingo and
can now be seen on eTV’s daily soapie, Imbewu.
Set in the mythical “Saxonwold Shebeen”, the story begins when Harry (known as Durban’s con of
cons) meets the Gupta (Joburg’s ‘don of dons’) for the first time. Their chance encounter results in a
series of comic misunderstandings that inevitably creates an unlikely bond between the two
formidable, albeit shady, characters.
Enjoy a much-needed evening of proudly South African comedy that’s sure to produce many belly
laughs! Tickets are available from Computicket at R150 per person for VIP, and just R120 for general
admission.
Rewards Cardholders
Tsogo Sun Rewards Members will enjoy their applicable discounts on tickets. Visit our website for
more information (https://www.tsogosun.com/silverstar-casino/rewards-programme).
Make a night of it
All that laughing is bound to work up an appetite, so why not have a bite to eat before or after the
show at one of our many restaurants. Publicity Restaurant & Pub is offering a flame-grilled rib and
wing combo with 330ml local draught beer for just R150; or if it’s something lighter you’re after
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